version 8.5 release notes
build #9647
form•Z pro v8.5 introduces a new suite of creative design tools to enhance form generation. These tools
offer a variety of ways to create new and interesting forms especially when combined with each other.
These tools also work well with many existing form•Z pro tools like subdivision surfaces and deformations
to make even more interesting forms. This new tools suite includes:
• The Voronoi diagram tool creates a formation of cells from a set of points.
• The Point Scatter, Surface Scatter, and Volume Scatter tools create formations by distributing copies
of objects on or inside of other objects.
• The Parametric Map tool allows 2D objects to be mapped onto a surface or face of another object.
• The Wrap tool creates a new object from the 3D spatial boundary (or convex hull) of a set of objects or
the 2D boundary of a planar set of points.
• The Delaunay Triangulation tool creates robust triangulated meshes from a set of points on a surface
or plane.
The form•Z pro Layout environment has been migrated to its own app. The new form•Z Layout app
includes numerous improvements plus a title block feature including a library of ready to use title blocks.
Commonly used title block text can be auto filled from a user-defined dictionary.
form•Z pro v8.5 includes an interface for the Augment reality app. With Augment, you can visualize your
form•Z models in real world settings, at real size, in real time on OS X and Android mobile devices. See
http://www.augmentedev.com for more details.
The Hidden Line rendering in form•Z pro v8.5 has been improved to allow interactive view navigation
and can optionally show hidden/back edges as dashed lines.
form•Z pro v8.5 also includes:
• ACIS r25 and (ASAT r25 file format) support for improved smooth modeling
• Improved display performance for layout files and complex 3D model files.
• Enhancements to the Bend Along Path tool and Align/Distribute tools.
• Improved numeric input.
• New High Quality smoothing export option.
• A variety of improvements and enhancements throughout.

New 8.5 Generative Tools
There are 7 new generative tools in form•Z pro. These can be found at the bottom of the specialties
palette.

Voronoi
A Voronoi diagram is a formation of cells created from a
set of points. Each cell represents the region consisting of
all points closer to one original point than to any other in the
set. Voronoi diagrams have practical and theoretical applications to a large number of science and technology fields and are
also thought by many to have desirable artistic characteristics.
The point set can be pre-picked or post picked individually using
shift-pick. At least 4 points must be selected. The most common
starting point is a point cloud or collection of individual points. In
addition, any surface object can be selected and the geometric
points of the object will be used.
The result of the tool can be a set of independent line Segments
defining the cell boundaries, a Surface object where each Voronoi
cell is a face of the object, or a single object Lattice structure in
which the Radius can be defined in the tool options. When creating
a surface, the Imprint option can be enabled which will imprint the
Voronoi diagram onto existing surfaces and faces.

Large point cloud with Voronoi Segments
Margin: 0’-1”

When no boundary is specified for a planar point set, the convex
hull of the set is used. The Margin parameter specifies an additional
distance to extend the 2D convex hull in that case.
Miter Angle: When the convex hull of a planar point set is used as
the default boundary for the Voronoi diagram and a margin is specified, angles sharper than the specified angle will be mitered.

Voronoi Surface
Margin: 0’-3”
Miter Angle: 45°

Voronoi Lattice
Radius: 0.5”
Margin: 0’-3”
Miter Angle: 45°

Voronoi Segments created from points derived from a
2D surface, one center point added.
Margin: 0’-0”

Voronoi Lattice
Radius: .5”
Margin: 0’-3”
Miter Angle: 120°

Small point cloud for Voronoi

Voronoi Segments
Margin: 0’-0”
Miter Angle: 45°

Voronoi Segments
Margin: 0’-3”
Miter Angle: 45°

Point Scatter
The Point Scatter tool scatters points onto a surface (or multiple surfaces). This tool can be used
to create random distributions of points with varying separations and offset distances from the
surface.
Simply select the Point Scatter tool, set the desired Tool Options, and then
select the surface on which the points will be scattered.
Maximum Copies: This is the maximum number of points that will be scattered. When the Separate By options is enabled, the specified minimum
distance is maintained between scattered points and the number of actual
scattered points may be significantly less than the maximum, as the separation distance limits the number of points that can be created. When Separate By is not enabled the
maximum number of points will be generated.
The Setback option limits the scatter so the points will be placed no closer to a boundary or face edge
than the specified distance.

Max Copies: 100
Setback: 0’-0”

Max Copies: 100
Setback: 5’-0”

When the Make Point Cloud option is checked, a point cloud object containing the scattered points will
be created, rather than individual points.
The Offset Range allows for random translation along the surface normal. A minimum and maximum
offset can be defined.

If Auto Update is checked, then parameter updates are executed immediately. When this is unchecked,
results are not updated until the “Update” button is pressed. This option is on by default.
The Re-Scatter button applies the Scatter operation with a different random
distribution. This item is displayed at the bottom of the Tool Options once
the initial scatter has been performed.

Surface Scatter
The Surface Scatter tool scatters copies of an object (or multiple objects) onto a surface (or multiple surfaces). This tool can be used to create random distributions of objects with varying sizes,
orientations and locations.
The object or group of objects to be scattered is picked first. Multiple objects can be picked using shiftpick or by pre-picking the objects before the selection of the tool. The objects to scatter onto are picked
second. Here, too, multiple objects can be picked using shift-pick. The scattered copies are then
placed per the scatter surface options and are available in the result buffer for repeated execution.

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: Off

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)

Maximum Copies: This is the maximum number of copies of the source objects that will be scattered.
When the Separate By option is enabled, the specified minimum distance is maintained between the
scattered objects and the number of actual scattered objects may be
significantly less than the maximum, as the separation distance limits the
number of objects that can be created. When Separate By is not enabled
the maximum number of objects will be generated unless the source is too
big for the selected surfaces, in which case no objects will be generated.
The Setback option limits the scatter so the objects will be placed no closer
to a boundary or face edge than the specified distance.
The Scatter Individually option applies when more than one object or
group is selected to be scattered across the surface.
For example, if three source objects are selected and Scatter Individually
is OFF, the three objects will be treated as a single entity and their relative
positions will be maintained when scattered. Also, scatter parameters such
as scale and rotation will be applied to the three objects as a set, not

individually. If Max Copies is set to 30 in this case, then up to 30 sets of the three objects with the same
relative positions as the input set are scattered across the surface.
If three objects are selected and Scatter Individually is ON, then each of the three objects is selected
individually and their relative positions are disregarded. That is, if Max Copies is set to 30, then up to 30
objects total are scattered across the surface with a random output of the number of each object.
Using the Maintain Groups option, a selected group can be scattered on a surface or in a volume while
being output as a group. For example, if three objects are defined as a group and Maintain Groups is
ON, then this group is treated as a single entity to be scattered and each set remains a group after the
operation is complete. That is, if Max Copies is set to 30, then up to 30 instances of this group of 3 are
scattered. If 3 objects defined as a group are selected to be scattered and Maintain Groups is OFF,
then the 3 objects are treated as individuals in regards to the scatter parameters.

3 source objects selected
Scatter Individually: ON

3 source objects selected
Scatter Individually: OFF

1 group selected
Maintain Groups: ON

Next, suppose three groups with two, three and four objects respectively are selected to be scattered
and Max Copies is set to 50.
Maintain Groups is OFF, Scatter Individually is ON: each of the nine source objects will be selected,
copied, positioned, scaled, rotated, etc individually. Up to 50 objects total will be scattered and the
results will not be grouped.
Maintain Groups is ON, Scatter Individually is ON: each of the three source groups will be selected,
copied, positioned, scaled, rotated, etc as a set. The results will contain up to 50 groups of two, three or
four objects each.
Maintain Groups is OFF, Scatter Individually is OFF: all nine of the source objects will be treated as a single entity to be scattered. The results will contain up to 50 x 9 = 450 objects, none of which are grouped.
Maintain Groups is On, Scatter Individually is OFF: all nine of the source objects will be treated as a
single entity to be scattered. The results will contain up to 50 x 9 = 450 objects, in groups of two, three or
four objects each.
By default, the Z-axis of each of the scattered objects is aligned to the normal of the surface at the scattered location. When Use Source Axis is disabled, the Cartesian Z axis is used for the source objects.
When Use Surface Normal is disabled the Cartesian Z axis is used instead of the surface normal.
The Direction option determines if the scattered objects are oriented pointing In or Out of the destination
surface. If Use Surface Normal is disabled, then the Cartesian Z axis is used.

The Justification option determines how the scattered objects are placed relative to the surface. The
default is Origin where the object’s origin is placed on the surface. With Above, Center, and Below the
extents of the object are used to position the object at the specified position relative to the surface. The
Offset Range allows for random translation along the placement axis. A minimum and maximum offset
can be defined.
The Rotation Range and Scale Range parameters allow for random rotations and scaling to be applied
to the scattered objects. A minimum and maximum rotation and scale can be defined for X, Y and Z.

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)
Scale Range: 0.25-2

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)
Scale Range: 0.25-2

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)
Rotation Range: 0-45°
Scale Range: 0.25-2

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)
Offset Range: -1’-0” - 1’-0”
Scale Range: 0.25-2

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)
Scale Range: 0.25-2

The Re-Scatter button applies the Scatter operation with a different random distribution. This item is displayed at the bottom of the Tool Options once the initial scatter has been performed.
If Auto Update is checked, then parameter updates are executed immediately. When this is unchecked,
results are not updated until the “Update” button is pressed. This option is on by default.

Volume Scatter
The Volume Scatter tool scatters copies of an object (or multiple objects) into the volume of an
object (or multiple objects). This tool can be used to create random distributions of objects with
varying sizes and locations.
The object or group of objects to be scattered is picked first. Multiple objects can be picked using shiftpick or by pre-picking the objects before the selection of the tool.
The objects to scatter into are picked second. Here, too, multiple
objects can be picked using shift-pick. The scattered copies are
then placed per the scatter volume options and are available in the
result buffer for repeated execution.
Maximum Copies: This is the maximum number of copies of the
source objects that will be scattered. When the Separate By option
is enabled, the specified minimum distance is maintained between
the scattered objects and the number of actual scattered objects
may be significantly less than the maximum, as the separation distance limits the number of objects that can be created. When
Separate By is not enabled the maximum objects will be generated
unless the source is too big for the selected surfaces, in which case
no objects will be generated.

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: Off

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)

Max Copies: 20
Separate By: On (0’-1”)
Scale Range: 0.5-2.5

Max Copies: 30
Separate By: Off

Max Copies: 30
Separate By: On (0’-1”)

Max Copies: 30
Separate By: On (0’-1”)
Scale Range: 0.5-2.5

The Scatter Individually option applies when more than one object or group is selected to be scattered
throughout the volume.
For example, if three source objects are selected and Scatter Individually is OFF, the three objects will
be treated as a single entity and their relative positions will be maintained when scattered. Also, scatter
parameters such as scale and rotation will be applied to the three objects as a set, not individually. If
Max Copies is set to 30 in this case, then up to 30 sets of the three objects with the same relative positions as the input set are scattered throughout the volume.
If three objects are selected and Scatter Individually is ON, then each of the three objects is selected
individually and their relative positions are disregarded. That is, if Max Copies is set to 30, then up to 30
objects total are scattered across the surface with a random output of the number of each object.
Using the Maintain Groups option, a selected group can be scattered on a surface or in a volume while
being output as a group. For example, if three objects are defined as a group and Maintain Groups is
ON, then this group is treated as a single entity to be scattered and each set remains a group after the
operation is complete. That is, if Max Copies is set to 30, then up to 30 instances of this group of 3 are
scattered. If 3 objects defined as a group are selected to be scattered and Maintain Groups is OFF,
then the 3 objects are treated as individuals in regards to the scatter parameters.
The Rotation Range and Scale Range parameters allow for random rotations and scaling to be applied
to the scattered objects. A minimum and maximum rotation and scale can be defined for X, Y and Z.
The Re-Scatter button applies the Scatter operation with a different random distribution. This item is displayed at the bottom of the Tool Options once the initial scatter has been performed.
If Auto Update is checked, then parameter updates are executed immediately. When this is unchecked,
results are not updated until the “Update” button is pressed. This option is on by default.

Parametric Map (P-Map)
The Parametric Map tool (P-Map) maps lines or curves on
the XY plane to the parameter space of a surface. This
does not have to be a planar surface for the lines or curves
to be properly mapped.
The following Tool Options determine how the lines or curves will be
mapped on the desired surface.
Left Margin (U) - provides empty space proportional to the X extent of the source objects in the negative
U direction of the surface.
Right Margin (U) - provides empty space proportional to the X extent of the source objects in the positive
U direction of the surface.
Top Margin (V) - provides empty space proportional to the Y extent of the source objects in the positive V
direction of the surface.
Bottom Margin (V) - provides empty space proportional to the Y extent of the source objects in the negative V direction of the surface.

U Copies - tiles the mapping in the U direction for the specified number of copies.
V Copies - tiles the mapping in the V direction for the specified number of copies.
The Imprint option will imprint the parametrically mapped lines or curves onto existing surfaces and faces.

P-Map Margins: 0.00
U/V Copies: 1

P-Map Margins - U: 0.3, V: 0.05
U/V Copies: 1

P-Map Margins - U: 0.3, V: 0.05
U/V Copies: 2

Wrap
The Wrap tool creates an object that wraps (contains) the volume defined by the selected objects. If the source objects are planar, then the result will be a planar boundary of the selected
objects.

Wrapped volume (displayed in Wireframe) around 3D objects.

A planar Wrap around a point cloud

Wrapped volume around 3D objects.

A planar Wrap around 2D objects

Delaunay Triangulation
The Delaunay Triangulation tool creates triangles from a
set of points. The Delaunay algorithm avoids skinny or sliver
triangles in the solution by maximizing the smallest angles of
all the triangles.
The result of the tool can be a set of independent line Segments
defining the triangles, a surface object where each triangle is a face
of the object, or a single object Lattice structure in which the Radius
can be defined in the tool options. When creating a surface, the
Imprint option can be enabled which will imprint the Delaunay Triangulation onto existing surfaces and faces.
Triangulate Cocircular will ensure that all structures of the Delaunay Triangulation are triangular. In some
cases on non-planar surfaces, 4 or more sided polygonal structures may appear and this option will triangulate those structures.
Include Surface Edge Vertices will include the outer boundary of the surface in which points are scattered with the Delaunay Triangulation, if it is selected.

Delaunay Triangulation of points derived from 2D planar surfaces.

Delaunay Triangulation Excluding Surface Edge Vertices

Delaunay Triangulation Including Surface Edge Vertices

New to 8.5 Layout
form•Z Layout environment has been moved into its own application (form•Z Layout).
This allows for form•Z pro to be used for tasks such as rendering while working in layout.
It also allows for the further development of Layout specific features going forward. The
new form•Z Layout application can be found in the same folder as the form•Z pro application. When New Layout Project is selected from the File menu in form•Z pro, the
form•Z Layout application is launched and a new project is created.
New options have been added to the New Layout dialogue when creating
a new Layout project. When the Title Block option is checked, the user can
load a custom or pre-defined title block into the project. Clicking the Open
folder will open a directory of pre-defined title blocks which can be selected
for the project. Alternatively, a user-created title block can be loaded from
this open dialogue and inserted into the project.
By default, the title block is inserted at the project origin and a “TITLE BLOCK”
layer is added to the Layers palette. However, when the Placement box
is selected, it overrides the title block default placement and activates the
radio button field. The radio button field corresponds to the location on a
project sheet for which the title block can be placed. That is, if the lower
right radio button is selected, the title block is inserted at the lower right corner of the project sheet.
The Name field displays the name of the file that is being loaded as the title
block and the Path field displays the file’s path.
The Title Block Dictionary defines the project settings for
specific strings that will be substituted in the title block.
That is, the matching strings from the title block file are
automatically replaced with the corresponding string
from the project’s tile block dictionary. The title block
dictionary is a list with two columns. The Name column
on the left defines the tag that is placed in the title block
file. The tag must start with the “<” (less than) character
and end with the “>” (greater than) character. Tags can
be placed in the title block file in any note text. A number of default tags are provided.
The right column of the list is the Definition column.
These are the definitions for the project that will be shown
in title block wherever the title block file includes the tag
from the left column. The <SheetNumber>, <Date>,
<FileName> and <FileNameFull> tags support a special definition of “<auto>”. When this is selected,
the definition is created using the logical information for the name. For example the <SheetNunmber>
tag generates a numeric value for the sheet that the title block is representing and the <Date> tag will automatically be set to the current date defined by the operating system.
The <SheetNumber> tag is a special tag. Sheet number can be overridden from the <auto> definition to a user-defined value in the Sheet Parameters dialogue.

Additional tags can be added by clicking on the green plus button at the bottom of the list. A tag can
removed by clicking on the tag to highlight it and the clicking on the trashcan icon.

Augment Uploader...
Augment is an augmented reality application that allows a user to view 3D
models in a real time, real scale environment via smartphone or tablet. 3D
models are uploaded to Augment’s servers and these models can be managed or accessed from their website or from a downloadable application.
For more information, visit http://augmentedev.com and create an account to get started.
The form•Z Augment Uploader exports the 3D model in the active project
window to Augment’s servers with the correct file type, orientation, and options. This eliminates a number of steps to properly export and zip the project files and manually adding models the Augment Manager.
When you select Augment Uploader from the Extensions menu item, a dialog appears which requires
the user’s information before the model is successfully exported. The Login Username and Password is
the username and password that is used to log into the Augment website and/or application. If the Save
Password option is checked, then form•Z will remember the password entered into the field for any succeeding project that is uploaded. The Name is the name of the model being uploaded. This does not
have to be an exact filename, it is just the name that appears in the Augment Manager. The Category
is a drop-down list of different categories that can be selected to help organize the files in the Augment
Manager. The bottom four fields for Description, Author, Tags, and Website URL are all optional and
do not need to be filled in to upload your model. The selection box for Private indicates if the model will

Screenshot of Augment Manager

Model with the Uploader dialogue

only be available for the uploader to view (checked) or if the model can be made available for public
browsing and searching (unchecked). Once the required information is filled out and Upload is clicked,
a progress bar will appear in the Action Palette. When the model has been successfully uploaded, a
confirmation dialogue will appear and your default internet browser will
open a new web page from Augment’s website with a scannable QR code.
If you have the application already installed on your smartphone or tablet,
you can select the scan button in the application and scan the QR code to
view the uploaded model in augmented reality.

Hidden Line Options
Show Hidden Edges has been added and can be customized to vary the Width and Style of the Hidden
Edges in a Hidden Line rendering. Show Back Faces is an option in the Show Hidden Edges parameters
that allows previously unseen parts of geometry visible with this rendering option.

Front and Axonometric views of the
Show Hidden Edges option on.

Show Back Faces on (left) and off
(right).

High Quality Smoothing
When this option is selected, the exported file will contain more
accurate smoothing normals. This is intended for situations where
the exported data is to be used for rendering and the quality if the
smoothing normals is more important than the cleaning of small
features in the object’s mesh. This option should NOT be used for
3D printing applications or any situation where a water tight model
is important.
See the difference in the attached image as rendered in Electric
Image. (left, off versus right, on)

Number of Backup Files
This option controls how many backup files will
be retained. The default is 1. For values greater
than 1, the file name for the backup files beyond the first contains a numeric indicator of
the file order. That is for the file “bob.fzm” the
backup files would be named “bob.fzb”, “bob1.fzb”, “bob-2.fzb”, “bob-3.fzb” and so on. With
each file save, the backup files are renamed
such that the most recent file would always be bob.fzb (followed by “bob-1.fzb”, “bob-2.fzb” etc.) When
the desired number of backup files is reached, the oldest file is deleted.
This is found both in the “Project Files” section of the “Project Settings” dialog and the “Preferences” dialog.

Example models using new tools:

